1-Zero-1 Managed Security Services
True Cyber Security for Defense Against Evolving Cyber Threats
In the past few years, cyber-attacks have evolved to be a dangerous threat to every business big and small. Luckily,
Total IT Care Security provides the protection that your business needs in the new landscape of threats such as
ransomware, malware, phishing, social engineering and more.
We advanced security software with support from our Security Operations Center (SOC), empowering you to get
back to business, assured that you are defended with the best technology and staff in the industry.

End-to-End Cyber Security Backed by a
Dedicated Security Operations Center (SOC)
Total It Care Security is backed by our SOC facility, staffed 24x7 with
a team of cyber security experts who can address threats as quickly as
possible. Together, we provide a powerful combination of software
and services, including:
1. Advanced monitoring, detection, response and remediation services
to stop active threats and minimize harm.
2. Intelligent reporting and documentation capabilities, including realtime alerting, network log and activity monitoring.
3. Threat profiles that map to specific attack vectors and protection
needs, with real-time alerting when a system or site reaches risk levels
that are above acceptable thresholds.

Our Security Solutions
Total It Care Security features two distinct packages, with additional offerings and solutions being developed for
future releases.
[Profile & Protect]—Strategic Defense Based on Real-World Experience
We leverage pre-existing or custom-built profiles to map to specific threat types to define the right security strategy
and tactics to keep you protected. We’ll assess what technologies and solutions should be in place, and set advanced
alerting and risk scoring so we can accurately measure your business’ risk threshold.

[Detect & Respond - Endpoint]—Stopping Cyber Attacks Dead in their Tracks
We utilize our Security Operations Center to monitor and analyze activities and behaviors across all your devices to
identify active threats. Using market leading endpoint detection and response technology, we’ll identify and confirm
these malicious attacks in progress and, if discovered, will activate remediation steps to stop even the most
sophisticated attacks and keep your business moving forward.
[Detect & Respond – Network & Compliance]—Advanced reporting to helps you demonstrate compliance
We leverage industry-leading SIEM technology to collect, analyze and correlate information to identify security
incidents, policy violations, fraudulent activity, and other threats. When any of these are identified, we’ll quickly take
action to mitigate the attack and provide the steps to recover and remediate the attack. Our advanced reporting
meets log management and threat analysis requirement for 23 regulatory standards including PCI, HIPAA & GLBA.

The dangers of cyber threats are growing by the day, and there’s no sign of it slowing down. Millions of small business
will be affected this year—don’t be caught off-guard! Be prepared with strategic, intelligent cyber security from
1-Zero-1
Protect your business!
Call 1-Zero-1 Today 01803 316417

